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1.1 Design brief for a memorial at the Auckland Domain on the occasion of the centenary of WW1
1.0

Project Overview

The Auckland War Memorial Museum building, the Court of Honour, and the Cenotaph are collectively the direct
memorial to individual battles, the combatants, and the fallen, and any potential new feature should respect and
enhance that fact.
Since the original construction of the Auckland War Memorial Museum, suggestions have periodically been made that
the axial approach to the Museum from the north should be enhanced, formalised, or even made vehicular.
On the centenary of World War One an opportunity does exist to create a commemorative and contemplative feature
or place within the open park space north of the Auckland War Memorial Museum, and on its central axis.

2.0

Purpose of the Project

The proposed commemorative and contemplative feature or place is to memorialise all in the community whose lives
were affected by conflict, and not just the direct participants.
The feature is to be an exception to the normal concept of war memorials and to express the more personal and
emotive impacts of conflict, and to World War One in particular with its very significant loss of life.
The commemorative/contemplative feature is to be conflict-generic, and to avoid setting a precedent for post-World
War One conflicts to have equal representation in the vicinity.

3.0 The Spirit of the Feature – how the people of Auckland can engage with it
The proposed feature or place should be a contemplative ‘stimulus to reflection’ about the effects of conflict on the
wider community, and not solely on military service. The feature should relate particularly to Auckland and all its
people.
Materials used in construction of the feature should be durable, traditional for the purpose, environmentally sensitive,
and appropriate to the solemnity of the feature and its physical relationship to the Auckland War Memorial Museum.

4.0 The Urban Setting and City Context
The park locality is a key part of the revered open space surrounding and fronting the Auckland War Memorial Museum,
and is a focal part of the valued larger greenspace of the Auckland Domain.
The site of the Museum and its frontal greenspace is the higher western sector of the rim of the large volcanic explosion
crater that forms a major part of the Domain, its sports fields, and other civic facilities. The hill was originally known as
‘Pukekawa’ (‘hill of bitter memories’ probably partly because of its notably infertile ash soils, and record of conflicts),
and later ‘Observatory Hill’ (after its use by an American expedition to observe the 1882 transit of Venus), and now
often colloquially referred to as ‘Museum Hill’.
At the southern high end of the open grassed frontage proposed for the feature or place is the Auckland War Memorial
Museum; the revered consecrated ground around the cenotaph; and the recent memorial fountain. To the north of the
grassed space is the vehicular route of Domain Drive, and beyond that the less formal Domain treescape.
The open space between these is valuable passive recreational and symbolic open space available to all, fronting a
building of national status, and should remain visually open notwithstanding the addition of the project element(s).
The area has significant archaeological, cultural, and geological values enshrined in district plan protection, and any
ground intervention will require relevant investigations, consultation, consents, and archaeological authorities.

The overall site – Domain Drive at left; the fountain, Court of Honour & Auckland War Memorial
Museum at right;

5.0

Topography

The ground under the Auckland War Memorial Museum was significantly lowered and formalised as the plinth-like
‘acropolis’ setting to the two stages of the Museum’s construction. The gently sloped land north of the Cenotaph
grades down northwards probably into relatively natural ground, possibly moderately altered during the construction
and removal of the American Forces’ World War Two ‘Outer-Camp Hale’ facility (see photo overleaf). Crop-marks
faintly visible in the image above are likely to be drainage trenches from the camp buildings.
The current grassed open space slopes upwards from just above Domain Drive to the fountain and Court of Honour at
a fairly regular grade of 1:11, or just less than 5 degrees from the horizontal.
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linkage (and views across the space from east to west, and vice-versa) should be maintained without obtrusive aboveground visual obstructions or planting material.
In this way the Museum’s classical architectural frontage and deep symbolism can be appreciated, while enhancing the
pedestrian experience along the approach to it.
The commemorative/contemplative feature is to be adjacent to Domain Drive, and be located on the Museum’s
existing central axis.
With the establishment of a commemorative/contemplative feature beside Domain Drive, and freely accessible from
the existing footpath system along its edge, this brief seeks to connect the new feature or place to the War Memorial
Museum, using a visually recessive pedestrian linkage or way along the Museum’s extended central axis (see photo
below).

Outer-Camp Hale, 1942-44				

6.0

(US National Archives)

Ground Surface

The ground surface at the site is grassed park open space. The substrate consists of thin soils derived from the surface
decay of air-fall ash, lapilli and tuff deposits from the adjacent volcanic crater. Although mostly natural ground and
relatively unconsolidated, the area can be presumed to have good bearing strength, especially in its northern parts.

7.0

Trees and Vegetation

The frontage generally north of the Museum is purposely empty of vegetation, except for informal and intermittent
Pohutukawas around the edge of Domain Drive. These trees are protected as part of the Domain fabric. Landscape
values in this locality are thus high.
The feature must consider and support all normal park maintenance activities in the area, and especially the mowing
of grass.

8.0

The Proposed Centennial Memorial

Looking up the site and the Auckland War Memorial Museum axis – Domain Drive at the bottom

9.0 Accessibility

The proposed new commemorative/contemplative feature must respect, harmonise with, and complement the revered
Auckland War Memorial Museum building as a prominent and iconic structure whose architecture, historic cultural
and community symbolism, open hilltop context, and visual integrity are highly valued and protected by statutory
regulation.

The provision of able-bodied and disabled access from existing routes (such as the Domain Drive footpaths), and along
any pedestrian linkage (between the proposed feature and the hilltop Museum) on the slopes is required. Both ramps
and stairs might be used.

Any new commemorative/contemplative feature must also respect and not visually compromise the formal ‘Close’ –
that wide, intentionally open green space surrounding and particularly fronting the Auckland War Memorial Museum.
A key role of this open space is to support and maintain the monumental solemnity and gravitas of the Museum as
War Memorial.

The project features in council’s Long Term Plan with a portion of the funding approved, with further sources being
considered.

The remainder (and majority) of the ‘Close’ in front of the Auckland War Memorial Museum should therefore remain
substantially intact and empty, so that the view of the Museum from Domain Drive along and up any pedestrian

10.0 Overall Project Budget

At inception the project is expected to have an ‘all-in’ provisional budget of NZ$3 million, with funding sources
currently unconfirmed and subject to change.
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1.2 Wider Site Context
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1.3 Existing site detail
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1.4 Project Context
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1.5 Existing man-made elements

Clockwise from top left: the War Memorial
Museum with the water feature and feature
seating in the foreground and the Cenotaph
in the midground; the Cenotaph; custom
granite benches; custom granite bench;
granite water feature inscription detail;
custom stainless steel handrail; security
bollard; custom light at Cenotaph; 4 inch
gun from HMS New Zealand.

Photos courtesy of Auckland Council Design Team (Parks, Sport and Recreation)
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1.6 Existing paving & materials

Clockwise from top left: Bluestone paving
outside the Museum; junction where the
water feature area meets Cenotaph Road;
paving at the intersection of The Crescent
and Football Road; concrete pavers and
inscribed pavers used on Cenotaph; paving
detail; Basalt kerbstones; paving as traffic
calming device at Cenotaph Road; grey
paving surrounding the water feature;
Portland stone as used on the Auckland
Museum and the Cenotaph

Photos courtesy of Auckland Council Design Team (Parks, Sport and Recreation)
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1.7 Existing natural elements
Clockwise from top left: sloped topography
to the north of the Museum; ‘The Close’ ,
the expansive open lawn area between the
Museum and Domain Drive; views from
the museum towards the north east pick
up Rangitoto Island and the Hauraki Gulf;
the ring of pohutukawa trees located along
Domain Drive

Photos courtesy of Auckland Council Design Team (Parks, Sport and Recreation)

